Debates and Discussion on the Property Issue in the 21st
Century: A Brief Introduction to the Book of Ulrich Duchrow
and Franz llinkelammert
Enrique Dussel Peters 1
The book of Ulrich Duchrow and Franz J. Hinkelammert -Propertyfor People - Not far Profit "- is
relevan! from several perspectives, including the conceptual and política! implications. From this
perspective, these words attempt to make a presentation of sorne of the main findings of the book and
will highlight two particular issues in terms of the alternatives posed by the authors.· a) The
conceptual implications in terms of lvfarxism and Jnstitutionalism, b) The implications in terrn, of
developrnent policies far the 2 ¡stcentury.
l. Overall Findings ofthe Book

The book presents an overwhelrning richness of conceptual, historical and empírica! rejlections. The
issues presented below do not expect to present al! of them, but rather to highlight specific íterns to
be related in the second part.
The starting point of the book is clearly critica! of the current global process of globalization; it has
generated

a massive process

of ecological degradation

and destntction

and increased

socioeconomic polarization between core and peripheral countries, as well as within them. From a
very wide perspective -including an economic, política!, sociological and biblical analysis- the
authors stress the need to presentan alternative conceptual and policy framework. However, such a
discussion on alternative should begin with a fimdamental definition and understanding of "the
i,sue of property ", leaving aside historical simplifications such as under specific streams of authors
justifying capitalism or socialism. A much more in-depth debate is required, which would also allow
for understanding the wide varieties of existing fom1s of property. Any other "principalist"
(Duchrow and Hinkelammert 2003: 14/ discussion would not only be ahistorical -since it does not
acknowledge for existing forms of property-, but particularly dogmatic and primitive. The former
point of reference is of particular relevance far the current stage of capitalisrn, i.e. we are
approaching a "global dictatorship of property" (D&H 2003:17) in which alternatives are only
feasible if we explicitly include the social responsibility and obligations with life.
Why is an alternative form of property necessary? I'he authors stress that the curren! process of
globalization has generated massively violence and destruction in terms of lives, material and
energy, as well as in terms of overa!! polarization and inequality. In general -Chapter 6 analyzes
this tapie- economic and clevelopment theories have not been able to go beyond the apparent need to
enhance economic growth, allow for efficiency and competitiveness. Under these circumstances,
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however, economic theory has only justified far the "hurricane of globalization (D&H 2003: 167)
and the -dogmatic and tautological 1- rationality that the market mechanism is the only and most
efficient historical process for assigning a price to commodities.
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Rather, the process of

globalization in the last two decades have allowed for an increasing underdevelopment for most of
the periphery. As discussed in chapter 6, most of development theory still hopes for "growth with
jobs" since the 1950s while the "totalized market" undermines the possibility far investments in the
productive sector resulting in a "dynamic stagnation" (D&H 2003: 172):
"Our thesis is that the policy of the totalized market itself does not allow far extensive growth. By the
elimination of the denominated "market distortions ", and the subsequent market interventions, the
sphere of possible productive investments is blocked with the result that capital has to be assigned in
non-productive spheres. These spheres are especially services, the indebtedness of the United States
and financia! speculation. Further, the primary reason of this increasing orientatlon is not higher
profits of non-productive investments compared to the productive ones, but the fact that the policy of
the totalization of the market blocks investments in the productive sphere, even ij this sphere
generates high profits" (D&H 2003: 170).
This process is critica! for understanding how capital devours life and becomes a "cannibal" (D&H
2003:173) in a process of "dynamic shrinking": global competition without distortions -protection
through barriers and frontiers- destroys incentives for new investments in the productive sphere.
While some Asían countries -particularly India and China- have been able to reap benefits since the
1990s, nota single Latín American country hasfollowed the steps of the Asían countries.3
Twofinal topics are significan! for the understanding of the book.
First, that the current process of globalization has generated massive limits to its own process in
terms of ecology and the use of energy, but also in socioeconomic terms: the increasing process of
"jobless growth" and of local, regional, national and global "losers" as a result of the process of
competition has questioned the existence of hundreds of millions of inhabitants globally in sectors
such as agriculture, manufacturing and services. 4
Second, andan insistence throughout the book, this "logic of death" (D&H 2003:181) has to be
abolished in favor of lije of all human beings and the planet: lije goes beyond capital, i.e.
alternatives to the totalitarian system of global capital have to be found and implemented. These
alternatives have to start beginning with the transfonnation of property. As presented in Chapter 7
-but also in earlier chapters- a critica! method of knowledge theory can be found in the Bible and
1 The authors stress the tautology in most of the economic thought in which there "exists a eompetitive price if they
are market prices ... [in dcpendency theory however] a detennined wage is not rational because it originates in a
competitive market, but because it is possible to live with it. With this the tautology ends and it is required to work on
reality" (D&l l 2003: 168).
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earlier writings: the perspective of the losers and poor that allow for the guarantee of life; any other
rationality based on the maximization of profits and resulting in destniction and self-destniction is
under no means -economically, socially, ecologically, politically, etc.- neither sustainable nor
rationalfrorn the perspective of "life": "any concrete propasa! of institutions and altemative actions
have to be examined and judged based on the questioning if they in fact, are usefitl far concrete life
and if nobody is being excluded by its elaboratíon and with respect to its effects (D&H 2003:188).
The book finalizes -and begins- examining sorne concrete and di verse forms of local and regional
fonns of property in Latin America "from below" and beyond a ''jitndamentalist" discussion
between private property and the state property of the means of production: alternatives regarding
prívate property have to originate -with Marx- from the use-value of commodities in a way that
producers are subjects and not objects in the socioeconornic process of production. From this
perspective, concrete life can also be controlled and evaluated in a more sustainable way at the
local-regional leve! and from the perspective of comrnunities. From this perspective, Chapter 7.3.
presents mu/tiple forms of property: personal and private property, but also other historical and
current forrns of property on water, earth, ecological goods, mediums of production, firms, labor
(power), basic services, intellectual property and culture, money and finances, etc. While property
on intellectual goods and on culture has substantially undermined "the fitture of life" (D&H
2003:217) and the leve! of fetichization of commodities has reached levels that were not imaginable
a few decades ago, parallel, severa! new forms of local and community-level property have also
been developed, which capital and prívate property are "subordinated to the social responsihility
and to the obligation towards life" (D&H 2003:211).
3. Relevant Topics From the Perspective of Periphery for the 2151 Century
In what follows, and only briefly, I would like to highlight two issues that are of outstanding
relevance of the bookfor fi1ture discussion: a) the conceptual and, b) the policy relevance.
3.1. Is there Life Beyond Private and Social Commodities?

The book of Duchrow and Hinkelammert is an excellent critica! introduction to the discussion of
property for the 2J81 century. Rather surprisingly the debate on property as such has been extreme/y
límited and particular/y from the perspective of the "Critique of Political Economy". Today,
apparently, little has been learned sine e the discussions of the 19th century, i.e. from the analysis of
Marx-from the Jewish Question to Das Kapital (Marx 1843, 1867) in favor of socialízing the means
of production.., to August Friedrich von Hayek's aggressive and extreme -and dogmatic- proposalfor
prívate property as the basis for any human development (Hayek 1973-1979). Thus, the book of
D&H allows for an interesting and absolute necessary discussion within the Critique of Political
Economy and at least with severa! other schools of thought:
a) With authors such as Philip Mirowski (1988, 2002, 2004). The work of Mirowski has
concentrated -and allowed far an excellent understanding- since the 1980s on the high
influence of physics -and particular/y mechanics- since the middle of the 19th century on
marginalist economics, and highlighting that natural sciences, including physics, but a/so
chemishy and biology, have gone far beyond a view of mechanics, equilibrium and timeless
reversible events, i.e. current neoclassical economists should include the developments in
natural sciences from the last 100 years and not continue -rather primitively- including
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knowledge Jrom physics more than 150 years ago (Afirowski 1988). In his more recent work
(Mirowski 2002 and Mirowski and Sent 2002), however, he has also increasingly focused on the
"science of economics" in time and space particularly in the United Sta tes. Interestingly, he
stresses severa! periods of economic science -a protoindustrial regime, the Cold War Regime
and the globalized privatization regime- highlighting that knowledge and science have become
increasingly prívate: the case of Petr Taborsky reflects how privatization not only affects the
increasing privatization of patents, TRJj'vJS(Trade Related lnvestment JVfeasures) and TRIPS
(Trade Related Intellectual Properties), among others, but the complete separation between
prívate projects at universities and the subjects of this knowledge and ideas. 1 From this
perspective, the creation and reproduction of ideas and knowledge is changing substantially as a
result of their íncreasing privatization. These patterns do also lead to changes socioeconomic
structures of capital accumulation.
b)

Witlt institutions a,ul autlwrs
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global public goods. Since the 1990s an increasing group of

institutions -particularly around the UNDP (United Nations Development Programme) and the
work of Jnge Kaul (Kaul 2005; GPGNET 2006)- have discussed the unsustainability and
limitations of globalization and global capitalism. However, while most of this discussion
emphasizes the need or global public ownership of "ecological goods" -such as forests, water,
air, etc.- the book of Duchrow and Hinkelammert goes far beyond this limited debate: in fine
with other authors (Altvater and Mahnkopf 1999), they stress that current global capitalism does
not only question the écological -and use-value of commodities-, but particular/y the local,
regional, national and global socioeconomic conditions given its increasing polarization and
exclusion. Resultsfor particular countries do also stress this polarization process (Dussel Peters
2000); they rejlect that globalization requires export-oriented industrialization to link to the
world market with historically not comparable unequal results for households, firms, branches,
sectors and regions.
3.2. Development Theory and Policy Debates

As the book of Duchrow and Hinkelammert correctly highlights, current debates on development
theory ami policy have so far neglected the wide variety of existing forms of property. Particular/y
multilateral agencies have continued to discuss the topie of development only in terms of private and
State-owned property, even in the case of the rapid growth of Asia (World Bank 1993, 1995); this is
particular/y the case for Latín America and Mexico, since development and growth have been
proposed as para/le! to a process of privatization. Particularly the International kfonetary Fund and
the World Bank have been aggressive in asserting that only prívate property is able to achieve the
most efficient and successful results.
The book of Duchrow and Hinkelammert allows us for at least two sets of discussions:
a)

While these authors (Duchrow&flinkelammert 2003:chapter 7) show a massive diversity of
Jorms of property, most of institutionalism today -North (1991); Williamson (1996), among
many others- still highlights the relevance of clear and transparent institutions Jor allowing for
the genesis of markets, and particularly regarding institutions and norms far prívate property,

1
Mirowski and Sent (2002) briefly present the case of Petr Taborsky who worked at an university project, was able
to present a significant innovation and decided to pursue the patent of his ideas. Since the results of the project were
prívate, the author of the ideas was jailed as a result of insisting to use his own ideas.
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i.e. prívate property is understood as the basis far development and growth in severa! current
schools of thoughtfar beyond van Hayek.
b) Independently of the results of these privatization policies in Latin America -resulting in
increasing polarimtion

a11J im:<juulity

uf

ihe huusehuld, firm, branch, sectorial, regional and

overa!! national leve!- these institutions and authors have not been able to acknowledge the
wide variety of existing ownership in Latín America, such as presented by Duchrow and
Hinke!ammert. In addition, authors such as Ha-Joon Chang (2002) have demonstrated that
public .firms can and have been extremely efjicient and profitable in many countries, including
Asia, i.e. the "myth" of the public sector being inefficient and the prívate being efficient is not
sustainable.
c) The latter debate is particular/y re!evant for the case of China and the reforms implemented
since the end of the 1970s. An important of authors and institutions have "pushed" the
discussion to the private-State-owned debate (World Bank 1995, 1997; OCDE 2000, 2005).
From the perspective of these institutions, the socioeconomic success of China since the end of
the 1970s is a result of the increasing privatization of Chinas economy: in the producer goods
market, for example, in 1978 0% of the transactions were allowed at market prices, while in
2003 87.3% were conducted at market prices (OECD 2005:29). The conclusions, from this
perspective, are very clear: the further the privatization process, i.e. the selling of property of
the central government to the prívate sector, the better the growth and developrnent potential of
China. There are, however, severa! topics that require a more in-depth knowledge nf the Chines e
economy and of other existing conditions:
a. Authors such as Qian (2003) stress that one of the main sources of Chinas
socioeconomic growth have been "transitional institutions ", i.e. the ability of the public
sector to genera te incentives far growth and productivity for public property.
b. Based on the findings of Duchrow and Hinkelammert (2003), Qian (2003) and own
research (Dussel Peters 2005), it is possible to present that the current analysis and
discussion from multilateral agencies on prívate and state-owned property in China is
instif.ficient, i. e. that China currently includes dozens of different forms of property that
could be presented in a matrix of property forms at the city, municipal, regional, central
government leve! and, by collectives (urban collectives, township-owned enterprises,
village-owned enterprises, cooperatives, etc.), foreign, prívate (individually owned
enterprises), centrally owned property (including State-owned enterprises), and others
Ooint ventures, overseas funded enterprises, etc.). As a result, the public sector in China
is much wider than only the central government, in addition that it highly
underestimates the incentives structure and control of the central government,
independently of its direct property.
c. As a result, there is no discussion that prívate property has increased its share in China
since the end of the 1970s, but rather on íts scope and overa!! share in trade, GDP, etc.
Based on official Chinese statistics, the share of the public sector in total investment in
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fixed assets, exports, imports, GDP, employment, among other variables, is much higher
than estimated by multilateral agencies (NBS 2006; MOFCOM 2006). 1
d.

The latter results allow for a wide discussion on development policies. Jf the public
sector -understood

in a wide manner beyond the central government-

not only

maíntains direct property, but a!so incentives and direct control over other forms of
property, it is not possible to understand Chinas socioeconomic performance as a
privatization process. On the contrary, "transitional institutions" anda strong control
and direct public ownership have played a critica! role far understanding Chinas
socioeconomic process since the late 1970s. In addition

-if

the substantíal share,

control, incenives and direct ownership of the public sector are acknowledged- the
ejfects on development theory and policy will be substantial.
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